




1.We can according to your request for the processing of products

2.Excellent before and after sale service.

3.Details update through email during order producing.
Yujing can customize any mirror to fit in any space.

If you want to know more about our products and our company, please feel free to contact us in any
time.

1. The mirror surface is clear and bright, giving distinct and lifelike image.

2. The plating layer is rigid and bond and the protective layer impregnable with good erosion
resistance.

3. High quality clear float glass and modern equipment combine to produce nice feeling mirrors of

exceptionally high quality.

4. Shape: round, arch, oval, rectangle and other shape as you like.

5. Mirror are available in either silver or aluminum and suit all atmospheric condition.



our service :
10 years experiences on glass and mirror manufacturing and exporting.
top quality glass with ce/iso certificate, exporting to all over the world.
unique designed strong wooden crates, solving the problems of breakage.
full range of flat glass supply, offering one-stop purchase.
professional sales team, offering personalized and dedicated services.
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Yujing Group was established in June, 2006, specializing in manufacture and distribution of glass
and mirror products, Qingdao Yujing Fanyu Trading Co., Ltd is a subsidiary company of a group
company, mainly in charge of exporting business based on our own factories.

Our main products are glass, mirrors and Further processing mirrors:
♥ Mirror series includes：
1. Large silver mirror
2. Copper-free and lead-free mirror



3. Aluminum mirror
4. Tinted mirror etc.
♥ Deep processing mirrors series includes：
1. Safety mirror
2. Wall mirror
3. Cosmetic mirror
4. Bathroom mirror
5. Furniture mirror etc.
♥ Glass series includes:
1. Tempered/toughened glass
2. Clear float glass
3. Extra clear glass
4. Sheet glass
5. Tinted float glass
6. Patterned glass
7. Painted glass etc.
♥ Deep processing fabrication ability includes:
1. CNC （Computerized Numerical Control） cutting
2. Edge polishing
3. Beveling
4. Hole drilling
5. Laminating
6. Tempering, etc.
With more than 10-year experiences in manufacturing, research and development of glass and
mirror products, approved by ISO 9001, ISO14001, KS, CCC, SGS, TUV etc., Qingdao Yujing Fanyu
Trading Co., Ltd has the confidence to deliver supreme quality products and service to our
customers, and become your long-term partner.

We will try our best to serve you!


